
  
What sewing machine should I purchase? 
After years of teaching 1000’s of young designers, we know a thing or two about which machines work 
great for beginners and continue to be great as their skills build. We recommend Brother sewing 
machines. However, not all sewing machines offer the same quality and ease of use. Please reference 
our list of recommended brother models as well at the following features we prefer.  
 
Essential Features: 
Electronic  - An electronic machine has a screen display where you can select stitches and change 
length and width. Electronic machines have fewer problems with auto tension, stitch regulation, and 
nesting in the bobbin area. Very importantly for learning, they have smooth acceleration when you push 
down on the foot pedal. The machine won’t suddenly ‘take off on you’ when you use the foot pedal as 
mechanical machines often do until. With mechanical equipment,  you can gently push the pedal to a 
certain point before the gear engages, and once you depres it further,  it is full speed ahead until you 
learn how to manage it. (It’s similar to learning to drive a standard transmission vs. automatic car.) 
 
Drop in bobbin - A machine with a drop in bobbin is MUCH easier to use and thread. Especially for our 
youngest sewists, this is an important part of our recipe for success. 
 
Speed control -  The biggest safety and confidence building feature. Speed control allows you to cap off 
the maximum speed of the machine while learning to sew or while doing precision tasks. 
 
Recommended: 
Metal Chassis vs. Plastic clamshell - A machine built to last has a metal chassis which all of the interior 
components are connected to. The plastic case is built around it. Plastic clamshell machines are less 
expensive and a good option for beginning students that are unsure if sewing will be a lifelong passion.  
 
Not all plastic clamshell machines are good value -  we have included some below that we have had good 
experiences with. If you know you will be sewing for a long while and want to build your skills and work 
with a variety of fabrics, especially thicker and more heavy duty materials like denim and webbing we 
recommend a metal chassis machine. It will hold up under consistent use and provide a better user 
experience with intricate and heavy duty projects. It’s an investment you won’t regret. 
 
Awesome extra features to consider : 
Automatic threader 
Automatic thread trimming 
Buttonhole 
Embroidery combo 
Table 
Larger machine head allows extra room for large projects 
Fancy stitches 
 
Brother models we know and love: 
NS40, NS40e, NS80 (fan favorites - metal Chassis), PS300T - best purchase for Holiday 2020 
 
SB1000T, SB700T, CS5055PRW, CS6000i, CS7000i, CE8100, XR3240, SQ9285, SB3129,  


